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Abstract: 

In Medical field there are major affected parts in brain such as cancer in brain, disorders, mental 

pressure and whack on brain and so on. The main part of brain malformations we name it as 

tumors that are disorders that may leads to dementia’s and Alzheimer disease's that mainly 

identified on old people which has no treatment and 99% leads to death as results. These 

disorders are mild degenerative that happened in brain nervous which can be of various parts 

such as any layer of neural networks. In general the brain consists of receiving the commands 

given to brain and the moment reacts to the command which consists of multiple hidden neuron 

that are produced as result to output layer, where the multilayer perceptron have a major role to 

work on the process of overtime of deteriorate that happened in change of people in their 

behavior, character even the infections that leads to death. These issues on brain can be treated to 

predict in various techniques such as computer vision, artificial intelligence, Internet of things, 

Machine learning and deep learning. Our research focuses on deep learning techniques on age 

impairment AD dementia to find the various stages of affected parts such as Mild dementia, 

Moderate dementia and severe dementia that causes to death. The main techniques that are used 

to predict the analysis of aging people in better results to prioritize the severity is principal 

component analysis (PCA). There are datasets such as ADNI and non ADNI, oasis which has 

produced its results of identifying the patients affected part on Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) 

stage that will be forgetting the memories of activities such as cycling, walking, remembering the 

known things etc. In our proposed method we are using a best fitting model for reducing the 

squared vertical similarities also reduced from the brain's image from MRI which is classified to 

identify the orthogonal forms to calculate the matrix point of the affected parts of brain image 

and form the correlation as comparison of training data with the Eigen value that are formulated 

by covariance using the decomposed value of matrix point of the value that gives the exact 

prediction as the component score. The exact assumptions of analysis can avoid the over fitting 

problem and transform the value to test the best result using the PCA on the convolutional neural 
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network model for classifications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

The symptoms of Dementia insisted so far is forgetting the words, not able to judge people or 

every day sequence of activities that is caused by neurons of brain fade or damage of part of 

brain or forfeiture of brain. There are few symptoms that are different from person to person, few 

are listed such as 

a) Not remembering the situation 

b) Lack of concentration 

c) Losing the identification of known faces 

d) Not remembering reading, swimming, cycling etc. 

e) Recollecting the memory of short duration  

The stages of dementia are declaring the severity of the brain where non- AD dementia are the 

another analysis and fetching of image data to identify the severity of brain that affected in old 

age people [1]. There are variety of categories to assess the brain disorders which we are 

applying using the deep learning model that are one of the major impact to producing the 

classification and prediction analysis of disorders [2]. The existing system used support vector 

machine for high-dimensional and analyzing the accuracy from different parameters from 

available MRI to classify the affected portion of clinical results [3]. Even though the system has 

given the exact accuracy of diagnosis of the manual or auto identification of brain shape or 

severity there are many images in MRI, CTC or any datasets that shows the affected portion of 

brain which are losing the originality of the images when they get multiple preprocessing to 

process the data for reducing the time and avoid complex foundation of calculations. 

 

1.2 STAGES ILLUSTRATING THE MODERATION ON PATIENT  

Even though the brain disorder have many issues and causes of affected portion we mainly 

concentrate on the stages of dementia so called Alzheimer’s diseases(AD) which has many 

stages [4]. We have classifies the main stages here not included with vascular dementia to 

treatment. The aging impairment and its stages are the stage one is mild dementia that are taken 

from pre-clinical AD’s and the next stage is moderate dementia that are demonstrated mostly in 

ADNI and other datasets for research analysis called mild cognitive impairment (MCI AD’s) and 

the third and final stage of dementia are severe dementia that are degenerative of cognitive is 

Alzheimer’s diseases (AD’s) that causes to death and no treatment has identified so far. These 

are classified and fielded to data preprocessing the severity in old age people and leads them to 

extend for life span for short duration in the initial stage.  
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Figure 2. Stages of Dementia 

 

The proposed objective of our work is,  

 Deep learning technique classification using CNN for severity of dementia 

 Applying prediction methodology PCA for high dimensional space and remove the space 

for finding accuracy 

 Calculate the covariance and correlation of matrix Eigen value on component analysis 

rate to avoid the loss of quality of MRI images. 

2. Related Work 

Impairment in cognitive abilities along with several problems related to human functionality can 

occur as a result of dementia [5]. Rate of growth of dementia is increasing rapidly that becomes a 

threat to human race thereby challenging the entire healthcare systems [6]. WHO referred as 

World Health Organization estimated that dementia in old people contributed only 7% among 

the global population [7]. Dementia types includes vascular along with Parkinson's disease where 

impairment in cognitive abilities stands as an important symptom. Rate of impairment in 

cognitive abilities is mild in stages such as pre-dementia where only activities such as memory as 

well as functional gets affected mildly [8-10]. Treatment for such disease is possible, still clinical 

treatments leads to several disorders including vomiting along with nausea. Additionally fatigue 
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and dizziness may also result as effects of such reactions. 

Chinese medicine that was used predominantly used is Acupuncture [11] with several countries 

practicing it and also WHO recommended as one of the effective programs. Compared to usage 

of drugs in patients, acupuncture proved that the illness along with depression can be cured. 

Although acupuncture is found to be safe, several limitations do exist which lead to the proposed 

system.   

3. Proposed Model For Mri On Severity Stage Using CNN  

A deep Learning approach as listed as convolutional neural network on aging impairment 

severity of dementia by using a magnetic resonance image (MRI) for various prediction of 

disorders. A Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique used on AD’s affected MRI 

brain image which is around 81.3 years that has severity stage behavior of final that has existing 

methodologies of SVM suggested the result of accuracy of diseased prediction of involving a 

human to scale the dimensionality of image through scaling and avoiding the classifier in the 

fully connected layer, the proposed method using the Principal component analysis which is one 

of the multivariate distribution that calculate the covariance and correlation of images according 

to the affected pixel of images. As combination of Eigen value vector the high dementia is sent 

to the CNN classification. Without involving the human interaction to the unit scaled label value 

for loading large image of MRI analysis the high dimensionality scale to avoid the lower score 

normalized value from poor conversion of images can be avoided by monitoring of human. The 

trained data also helps to load the transformed data to validate in short time without wasting the 

time also. With the correlation matrix value the single axis of the image is exactly matches and 

predicted the affected portion of image. Disorder will be validated through CNN by applying the 

PCA analysis map the features in an efficient way. 
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Figure 3. A streamlined representation of CNN based AD’s MRI on final stage disease for 

more accuracy 

4. MCI PERCEPTION USING CNN 

 MCI is a term used for forgetting situation or unable to make decisions, lack of concentrations 

etc,. This rejects the persons thought to do something, especially in aged person’s process. Mild 

cognitive impairment (MCI) is referred to dementia which was proved in Mayo clinic. There are 

several types of memory loss such as attention lost to other's voice, non-identification of 

language, imbalance of eye sight power which proves that loss happens on both memory and 

non-memory activities. As of now there is no cure identifies which results to death due to 

dementia.  
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Figure 3. Causes of Dementia using CNN 

5. Results and Discussion 

These results are prediction of aging impairment of Alzheimer’s diseases(AD) on modality that 

relates the image data that can be various types. These MRI shows the exact  matches of disorder 

portion that caused of dementia. 

 
Fig. Results compared with severity of dementia 
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According to the data set used for MRI from ADNI the high dimensionality from AD’s severity the 

disorder gives the aging imapirment analysis on the order of aged group that shows the severity of high 

coincidence limit that are applied with component analysis that calculate the multivariate analysis of 

disorder of MCI that is the last stage affected by human brain. 

 
Fig.AD’S high coincidence limit according to disorder 

 

4. Conclusion 

Our proposed system deals with stage severity of dementia that causes various disorders. We 

processed the data and used the deep learning approach for image data set named convolutional 

neural networks(CNN) using a principal component analysis(PCA) using ADNI datasets that 

shows the accuracy by reducing the space between the images that causes the lowest clarity on 

the disorder. To avoid the long transformation that loads in the system we proposed the high 

dimensionality that calculated the covariance among the Eigen value if the matrix matches 

according to the trained pattern of each parameter. Thus the results shows the severity that less 

according to the correlation of aged people categorized and monitored for recovering by caring 

the least matches of the hidden neuron in the brain.  
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